Measurements of the coherence factors (R Kππ 0 and R K3π ) and the average strong-phase differences (δ • . Consideration is given to how these measurements can be improved further by using the larger quantum-correlated data set collected by BESIII.
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Introduction
Knowledge of the coherence factor and average strong-phase difference for the inclusive decays D 0 → K − π + π 0 and D 0 → K − π + π + π − is necessary for the measurement of the unitarity triangle angle γ (also denoted φ 3 ) when making use of b-hadron decays involving these D-meson final states. Furthermore, any attempt to exploit these D decay modes in an inclusive way to study D 0D0 mixing and CP violation also requires knowledge of these parameters.
The coherence factor R Kππ 0 and average strong-phase difference δ Kππ 0 for the decay D 0 → K − π + π 0 are defined as follows [1] :
where A K ± π ∓ π 0 (x) is the decay amplitude of D 0 → K − π + π 0 at a point in multi-body phase space described by parameters x, and
The expression for D 0 → K − π + π + π − has the same form and involves the parameters R K3π and δ K3π D . The coherence factor takes a value between 0 and 1. It is also useful to define the parameter r , which is the ratio between the amplitudes integrated over phase space of the doubly-Cabibbo suppressed (DCS) and Cabibbo-favoured (CF) decays.
The role of the coherence factor and average strong-phase difference can be appreciated by considering the decay rates of B ∓ mesons to a neutral D meson, reconstructed in the inclusive K ± π ∓ π 0 final state, and a kaon:
Here r B ∼ 0.1 is the absolute amplitude ratio of the b → ucs to b → cūs transitions contributing to the B − decay. The phase difference between these two paths is (δ B − γ), where δ B is a CP -conserving strong phase. The coherence factor, not present in the equivalent expression for a single point in phase space or two-body D-meson decays, controls the size of the interference term that carries the sensitivity to γ. Similar modifications occur in the familiar expressions for D 0D0 mixing [2]. As proposed in Ref.
[1], the coherence factor and average strong-phase difference may be measured in the decays of coherently produced DD pairs at the ψ(3770) resonance. A double-tag technique is employed where one meson is reconstructed in the decay of interest, here 
, and set constraints on the angle γ based on this, and related, analyses [5] . The results for D 0 → K − π + π 0 are also of current interest, since Belle has recently reported first evidence of the decays
. In view of these studies, and the likelihood of future, more precise, measurements by LHCb, Belle-II and the LHCb upgrade, it is desirable to confirm the main features of the CLEO analysis, namely the low value of coherence seen in
and the higher value found for D 0 → K − π + π 0 , and, if possible, to reduce the uncertainty on the parameters. This Letter reports on an analysis of double-tagged ψ(3770) decays, making use of the same data set analysed in the original CLEO analysis, where one D-meson is reconstructed as either 
is partitioned into 2 × N bins, symmetrically about the line m mixing effects, which is appropriate for ψ(3770) mesons produced at rest in the laboratory, as is the case at CLEO [15] .
At the ψ(3770) resonance DD mesons are produced in a C-odd eigenstate and their decays are quantum-correlated. As a consequence, the yield of double-tagged events where one meson decays into K − π + π 0 , and the other meson decays into K 0 S π + π − , lying in bin i, is given by
where H Kππ 0 is a normalisation factor. 1 An analogous expression, here and subsequently, can be written for is determined principally by the ratio of suppressed to favoured time-integrated branching ratios [13, 14, 16], with higher-order corrections arising from mixing effects:
where x and y are the D 0D0 mixing parameters [12] . The CLEO collaboration has measured c i and s i in quantum-correlated DD decays [7] . In the same study values are reported for K i , but these results are insufficiently precise to be useful in the current analysis; the magnitude of r Kππ 0 D means that the interference term is an order of magnitude smaller than the leading order term K i , and hence the relative uncertainty on K i needs to be < 10% for the analysis to have sensitivity to the parameters of interest.
2 This precision is obtainable from the very large flavour-tagged
− samples collected at the B-factories. Although the K i factors are in principle directly measurable with the B-factory samples, no results are currently available. However the predictions of amplitude models fitted to these samples exist in the form of highgranularity look-up tables from both BaBar [18] and Belle [19] . The Belle model is described in Ref. [8] . The principal BaBar model is that of Ref. [9] . Two older BaBar models [10, 11] are used for for systematic checks. The main differences between the model presented in Ref.
[9] and the others is the description of the ππ and Kπ S-wave amplitudes. The model includes the non-unitarity violating K-matrix description of the ππ S-wave [20] and the LASS parameterisation [21] for the Kπ S-wave, which give a better phe-2 This requirement is to be contrasted with that in the measurement of the coherence factor and average strong-phase difference of
[17], where the interference term is significantly larger in relative magnitude, and hence the precision of the K i results reported in Ref. [7] is adequate. This feature also allows the less-well understood K 0 L π + π − decays to be employed as a useful tag. Table 1 . For each bin the central value is taken as the mean of the results from the Belle and the principal BaBar model, with the assigned uncertainty being the difference between the two results, apart from in a few bins where this difference is less than the root mean square (RMS) of the results of the three BaBar models, in which case this RMS is adopted as the error. The relative uncertainties, which account for possible biases associated with the different efficiency corrections at the two experiments, and different paradigms used to model the resonances, are typically ∼ 1%. The B-factory models are fitted to samples of time-integrated D-meson decays and therefore include the effects of mixing. For this reason the parameter for the fractional yields derived from these models is designated K i , which is related to K i , the unmixed fraction, by
. This relation assumes a uniform proper-time acceptance, which is a good approximation at the B-factories. Deviations from this assumption have negligible impact upon the analysis, since the difference between K i and K i is generally small compared with the assigned uncertainty. 
3. Data set and selection of K
An 818 pb −1 data set of e + e − collisions produced by the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) at √ s = 3.77 GeV and collected with the CLEO-c detector is analysed. The CLEO-c detector is described in detail elsewhere [22] . In addition, simulated Monte Carlo samples are studied to assess possible background contributions and to determine efficiencies. The EVTGEN package [23] is used to generate the decays and GEANT [24] is used to simulate the CLEO-c detector response.
Standard CLEO-c selection criteria are applied for π ± , K ± , π 0 and K
S
candidates, as described in Ref. [25] . In addition, for A kinematic fit is applied to determine more reliably the position of a candidate in the Dalitz plot. The decay products of each D candidate are constrained to have the invariant mass of the D 0 meson, and the K 0 S -candidate daughters are constrained to the nominal K 0 S mass. Around 0.5% of events fail this fit, or lie outside the Dalitz boundaries, and are discarded.
Simulated samples of 250,000 signal Monte Carlo events are used to determine the relative bin-to-bin efficiencies with a precision of ∼ 1% (knowledge of the absolute efficiency is not important in the analysis). This variation in efficiency is small, with the most efficient bin being a relative 13% above the lowest efficiency bin.
The yield results in each bin, Y i , are given in Table 2 . The displayed uncertainties are statistical, as the systematic biases associated with the background subtraction and efficiency correction are negligible in comparison. Bin-to-bin migration induced by finite momentum resolution is at the level of 1 to 2% depending upon the bin, and gives negligible bias in the coherence factor fit since the effect is in common with that present in the analysis performed to measure the c i and s i parameters [7] .
Previously measured observables for determining the coherence factor and average strong-phase difference
It is useful to recall briefly the observables measured in the original CLEO analysis. Double-tag yields were measured in which the signal decay, for example K − π + π 0 , is accompanied either by a decay to CP -even or CP -odd eigenstate (CP +, CP −), to another signal decay in which the kaon has the same charge as that of the first decay (likesign, LS), or by a K − π + decay, again where the kaon has the same charge as that in the sister decay Kπ,LS were then determined, which are the ratios of the measured double-tag yields to the yields expected in the absence of quantum-correlations. The deviation of any of these observables from unity is indicative of a non-zero coherence factor. Equivalent observables were measured for the decay 
branching ratios [13] , and the DCS
, all of which enter the analysis. It can be seen that the deviations from the zero-coherence hypothesis are generally more significant for the K − π + π 0 observables than for those of Table 4 ; apart from B(D 0 → K − π + ) all external parameters have been updated since the original CLEO analysis. In particular, the CLEO collaboration has reported new values of the CF branching fractions for
; these values are used to normalise the measurements of the DCS branching fractions reported in Refs. [14, 16] . Therefore, the DCS branching fractions used in the fit have been scaled appropriately to reflect this change in the value of the normalising branching fraction. The values of c i and s i , along with their uncertainties and correlations, are taken from Ref. [7] . The values of K i are those given in Table 1 .
The additional information the Y i observables bring to the analysis can be seen in Fig. 2 where scans of the ∆χ 2 for the new observables alone Fig. 3 . Also, shown are the values of Y i expected if there was no coherence to indicate the variation of these observables with significant coherence.
The best fit values and the correlations amongst the parameters for the global fit are given in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively. The reduced χ 2 of the fit is 44.4/33, which corresponds to a probability of 8.9%. The best fit value of R K3π is compatible with zero within two standard deviations. Therefore, a scan of the likelihood within the physical region R K3π ∈ {0, 1} is performed to determine a confidence interval for this parameter. The likelihood is
where χ 2 0 is the best fit value of the χ 2 with all parameters free and χ 2 (R K3π ) is the best fit value of the χ 2 with R K3π fixed but all other parameters free. The resulting likelihood scan is shown in Fig. 4 . The upper 95% confidence limit R
95%
K3π is defined as The resulting upper 95% confidence limit is R K3π < 0.60. uncertainties with these parameters constrained in the fit; this motivated a fit with these parameters unconstrained to determine the standalone sensitivity to the charm-mixing parameters. However, given the improvements in the determination of the charm-mixing parameters [12] since the original CLEO analysis, such a reduction in uncertainty is no longer observed. Therefore, a fit with the charm-mixing parameters unconstrained is not presented here.
Scans of the (R Kππ 0 , δ 
Outlook and conclusions
Updated measurements of the coherence factors and average strong-phase differences for values of the parameters, in particular those of the average strong-phase differences. These changes are due to the additional data and the updates to the D 0 branching fractions and charm-mixing parameters. Therefore, it is recommended that the new results are used in the determination of γ/φ 3 from B ± → DK decays and in charm-mixing studies. The BESIII detector [27] has collected a correlated DD data set at a centre-of-mass energy corresponding to the mass of the ψ(3770). This data set is approximately 3.5 times larger than that used in this analysis. An estimate of the BESIII potential to determine the coherence factors and strong-phase differences is obtained by reducing the uncertainties on the observables and Y i measurements by a factor of 1/ √ 3.5, then repeating the χ • . The uncertainties are not only reduced but symmetric. Therefore, it is clear that significant improvements in the knowledge of these parameters can be obtained from the current BESIII data set. 
